Opal Design Valance Plus/Lux

Now also with

Opal Design
Valance Plus/Lux
For the very highest demands:
the high-end awning system

www.weinor.com

LongLife arm

weinor cassette awning Opal Design Valance Plus/Lux

Always a clean finish
The front rail bar on the
Valance Plus with valance
is drawn deep inside the
front rail of the awning
on retraction. In the process,
the patented floating bearing prevents the fabric roller
from drooping, and wrinkles
and creases from forming.

The intelligent awning system –
well-engineered and beautifully shaped
Superior quality meets an organic appearance: numerous
intelligent functions – safely housed like a pearl in a shell

The weinor Opal Design Valance Plus/Lux is a match
for any challenge that an awning will ever face,
no matter how great. At a height of just 16 cm, the
oval cassette is pleasingly flat, yet it still provides the
ideal shelter for the awning’s entire workings. The
infinitely extendible Valance Plus provides additional
shelter from inclined sunlight and curious onlookers.
The option Lux provides atmospheric
terrace lighting.

The compact Agido is inconspicuously housed
inside the front rail of the Opal Design/Lux
and coordinates the retraction of the valance
and the awning in blustery conditions.

Triple protection: sun protection, retraction protection
and product protection in one complete package

Product protection WeiTronic
Agido-868 included as standard

The Opal Design/Lux is now
available together with the
Valance Plus as a complete
package when ordered with the
WeiTronic remote control,
which includes the WeiTronic
Agido-868. The energy-saving
remote control system has been

The new battery-operated sensor
WeiTronic Agido-868 provides
extended protection. It recognises vibrations and other forms
of movement and sees to it that
the awning is retracted automatically – in the face of very
blustery conditions, for example.
With no wiring to worry about,
it simply inserts into the front
rail of the awning. The sensor is
capable of running on two standard batteries for several years.

The beautifullyshaped, intelligent
WeiTronic Combio868 MVL receiver
combines the
motorised controls,
Valance Plus and
lighting in one
single device. The
combination receiver can be operated using weinor’s
tried-and-tested
Remoto handheld
remote control.

designed especially for awnings
with extendible valance. This
model not only comes with sun
protection but with a special
retraction protection feature
which prevents things getting
swept away – because the main
awning is only retracted once
the Valance Plus has been
retracted. With an exclusive
WeiTronic Agido, which protects
the product in the face of very
blustery conditions, this is a topof-the-range product that satisfies the highest of demands.

Opal Design Valance Plus/Lux quality standards

weinor awnings with a big choice of frame colours
and beautiful fabrics

Technical details

Opal Design Valance Plus

Opal Design Valance Plus Lux

Max. width*

600 cm

600 cm

Max. projection*

350 cm

350 cm

Max. high Valance Plus

210 cm

210 cm

Motor drive

included as standard

included as standard

WeiTronic** remote control

WeiTronic Combio-868 MVL incl. WeiTronic Agido-868
(with suitable WeiTronic hand-held control units)

Wind monitor
WeiTronic Agido-868

included as standard

included as standard

Pitch angle adjustment

10° to 20°

10° to 20°

Choice of materials

wide selection of fabrics from the current weinor collections (see pricelist)

47 standard RAL colours

included

Other RAL colours

available (extra charge)

8 trend colours

available (extra charge)

Other structure colours

available (extra charge)

Faceplate for endcap**

included

Types of mounting

wall, ceiling or rafter mounting

Lighting

not included

* Max. awning size up to width 500 cm max. projection pitch 350 cm, widths 501 cm to 600 cm max. projection 300 cm
** For an additional charge
Description
Awning with infrared radiator
and/or loudspeaker
Awning
Awning
Awning
Florentine blind with articulated arms
Tipping hinge for awnings
Coupling arrangement for the rollers
of awnings and similar
Shading device

Patent no
000001403442
000001310609
000000874104
000000745742
000000665346
000000620334
000000572820
000000959195

www.weinor.com

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fishbone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for its
purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain

included

included

included
We reserve the right to make technical changes.

and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: contact a
qualified conservatory builder for information on the
causes of condensation and occasional cracking noises,
and on how to avoid these from the outset during
the planning stage.

We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons the colours may appear slightly different in print.

Exclusively from weinor:
Choose from 140 exquisite
fabric patterns, 47 standard
frame colours, 8 scratch-resistant and robust trend colours
as well as another 200 special RAL colours for your awning.

Worth & Co Blinds Ltd
R/O 26-30 Christchurch Rd
Southend on Sea
Essex SS2 4JS
Tel: 01702 467581
E-mail; sales@worthblinds.com
www.worthblinds.com
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Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

